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ABSTRACT
Context. An approach towards understanding the formation of massive stars and star clusters is to study the structure of their hot core
phase, an evolutionary stage where dust has been heated, but molecules have not yet been destroyed by ultraviolet radiation. These
hot molecular cores are very line-rich, but the interpretation of line surveys is also hampered by poor knowledge of the physical and
chemical structure.
Aims. To constrain the radial structure of high-mass star-forming regions containing hot cores, we attempt to reproduce by radiative
transfer modeling both the intensity and shape of a variety of molecular lines.
Methods. We observed 12 hot cores with the Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment (APEX) in lines of HCN, HCO+, CO, and their iso-
topologues, including high-J lines and vibrationally excited HCN. We investigate how well the sources can be modeled as centrally
heated spheres with a power-law density gradient, making use of the radiative transfer code RATRAN and the radial profile of the
submm continuum emission, taken from the APEX Telescope Large Area Survey of the GALaxy (ATLASGAL).
Results. Most of the observed lines have complicated shapes that incorporate self-absorption, asymmetries, and line wings.
Vibrationally excited HCN is detected in all sources, and vibrationally excited H13CN in half of the sources. We are able to successfully
model most features seen in the APEX data, such as the ratio of the isotopologue lines (very high optical depths), self-absorption (tem-
perature gradient), blue asymmetries (moderate infall), vibrationally excited HCN (high inner temperatures), and H13CN (high HCN
abundance under dense and hot conditions). Other features could not be reproduced, such as an occasional lack of self-absorption, the
emission from high-J lines in the outer pixels of the CHAMP+ receiver (15′′−20′′ from the center), the outflow wings, and the red
asymmetric profiles.
Conclusions. The amount of molecular gas, in particular of HCN, at very high temperatures is larger than previously thought. A com-
plex interplay between infall and outflow motions is present. Our basic model assumptions of pure central heating and a power-law
radial density distribution can serve as approximations for most sources, but are too simple to explain all observed lines. In particu-
lar, taking into account clumpiness, multiplicity of heating sources and a more complex velocity field seems to be necessary to more
closely match model calculations to observations. This would require three-dimensional radiative transfer modeling of high-resolution
interferometric data.
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1. Introduction
Hot molecular cores are early stages of massive star formation,
where stellar feedback is starting to aﬀect the remnant core. The
dense molecular gas out of which massive stars form is heated
by their high luminosity, and shocks impinge on it, but it is not
yet destroyed by ionization. While radiation from hypercom-
pact Hii regions is observable in some cases, ionization is still
kept too compact by the high densities caused, e.g., by ongo-
ing accretion, to aﬀect significant volumes (Walmsley 1995). Ice
mantles around dust grains evaporate or are removed by shocks.
Their complex chemistry and high temperatures make hot cores
very line-rich and prominent targets for line surveys (e.g. Schilke
et al. 2006; Belloche et al. 2007; Bergin et al. 2010). Owing to
the large mass of warm dust, they are the brightest interstellar
sources in the submm sky. Since high-mass stars quickly ion-
ize their surroundings and drive out the gas, hot cores must be
short-lived objects. They are indeed destroyed by the expanding
ultracompact Hii regions ionized by their central star.
Despite their importance to both astrochemistry and massive
star formation, little is known about the internal structure of hot
cores and their envelopes (the distribution of density, tempera-
ture, molecular abundances, and velocity field). Reasons for this
are diﬃculties in observations and in data analysis. These objects
are compact (≈0.1 pc), rare (a few dozens are currently known
in the Galaxy), and hence typically at large distances. The high
dust column densities make them invisible in the near infrared
and at shorter wavelengths. Single-dish radio and submm tele-
scopes do not have high enough angular resolution to resolve
the sources, and the still limited interferometer data available to-
day are confusing and hard to interpret. Hot cores are found at
the formation sites of clusters, so their structure is not simple and
the interpretation of observations is not straightforward, but has
to rely on radiative transfer modeling, i.e. a comparison between
model and data.
Several attempts have been made to model the structure of
hot cores in spherical symmetry, often based on their spectral
energy distribution (SED) (van der Tak 2002). For instance,
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Table 1. Sources observed with the APEX telescope. Peak flux and full width at half-maximum are extracted from ATLASGAL (850 μm).
Source Abbreviation Distance Luminositya Peak Flux FWHM RA Dec LSR Velocity
[kpc] [L] [Jy/Beam] [′′] (J2000) (J2000) [km s−1]
IRAS 12326-6245 i12 4.4 1 2.7(5)2 22 26.5 12:35:35.06 −63:02:31.0 −39.3
G327.3-0.6 g327 2.93 1(5)4 48 27.5 15:53:07.8 −54:37:06.4 −44.0
IRAS 16065-5158 i16 42 2.9(5)2 17 27.8 16:10:20.0 −52:06:08.8 −62.2
NGC6334(I) ngc 1.75 2.6(5)6 56 28.6 17:20:53.44 −35:46:57.9 −8.0
IRAS 17233-3606 i17 1 7 2.7(4)2 49 27.0 17:26:42.5 −36:09:18.1 −3.4
SgrB2(N) b2n 7.88 8.4(5)9 147 27.8 17:47:19.88 −28:22:18.4 +64.0
SgrB2(M) b2m 7.88 6.3(6)9 126 32.6 17:47:20.17 −8:23:04.6 +60.0
G10.47+0.03 g10 10.610 7(5)11 26 25.3 18:08:38.24 −-19:51:50.2 +68.0
G31.41+0.31 g31 7.912 2.6(5)13 22 26.7 18:47:34.31 −01:12:45.9 +97.0
G34.26+0.15 g34 3.714 4.7(5)12 51 29.1 18:53:18.57 +01:14:58.3 +58.0
W51d w51d 5.415 2.4(6)16 39 30.0 19:23:39.9 +14:31:10.1 +60.0
W51e w51e 5.415 1.2(6)16 74 29.1 19:23:43.91 +14:30:28.4 +56.0
References. (1) Osterloh et al. (1997); (2) Faúndez et al. (2004); (3) Simpson & Rubin (1990); (4) Wyrowski et al. (2006); (5) Neckel (1978);
(6) Sandell (2000); (7) MacLeod et al. (1998); (8) Reid et al. (2009); (9) Goldsmith et al. (1992); (10) Pandian et al. (2008); (11) Cesaroni et al.
(2010); (12) Churchwell et al. (1990); (13) Cesaroni et al. (1994); (14) Watt & Mundy (1999); (15) Sato et al. (2010); (16) Rudolph et al. (1990).
Notes. (a) The numbers in parentheses are powers of 10.
Hatchell & van der Tak (2003) modeled the continuum and
CS integrated line intensity, Osorio et al. (2009) reproduced the
NH3 (4, 4) line in G31.41+0.31 (VLA, Cesaroni et al. 1998), or
Nomura & Millar (2004) coupled physical and chemical mod-
els to predict abundances in Orion. However, no multi-line study
trying to reproduce line shapes has yet been attempted. In this
paper, we present APEX observations of many HCN, HCO+, and
CO lines in 12 hot cores, as well as a comparison with models.
The models are spherically symmetric and have power-
law density gradients. The temperature is determined self-
consistently from central heating (Sect. 4.1). Continuum and line
emission and absorption are computed using the code RATRAN
(Hogerheijde & van der Tak 2000, Sect. 5.1). To avoid search-
ing blindly in the large, multi-dimensional parameter space, we
develop a method that approaches a possible good fit. From a
grid of parameters, we select the models that fit the radial profile
of the 850 μm continuum (Sect. 4), and identify suitable abun-
dances (Sect. 5).
2. Observations and data reduction
APEX (Atacama Pathfinder Experiment)1 is a 12-m telescope lo-
cated at 5100 m altitude in the northern Atacama desert in Chile
(Güsten et al. 2006). This paper is based entirely on observations
performed with this telescope. The sources observed are listed
in Table 1. All data were taken in position switching mode, with
the oﬀ positions 100′′ (wobbler for CHAMP+) or 400′′ (other
settings) in azimuth from the source center. Beam sizes vary be-
tween 24′′ at 260 GHz, 18′′ at 345 GHz, 9′′ at 690 GHz, and 7′′
at 890 GHz. Pointing corrections were on the order of 5′′.
The first part of the data was taken in 2006 for eight sources.
For the HCN 9–8 line, the FLASH receiver (Heyminck et al.
2006) and for the 4–3 lines, the APEX-2A receiver (Risacher
et al. 2006) was used. Since these are double-sideband receivers,
three settings with slightly diﬀerent band center frequencies
(spaced by 80 MHz) were taken to identify blending from the
1 This publication is based on data acquired with the Atacama
Pathfinder EXperiment (APEX). APEX is a collaboration between
the Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie, the European Southern
Observatory, and the Onsala Space Observatory.
other sideband. In 2008, we observed lines from diﬀerent iso-
topologues of HCN, HCO+, and CO with the APEX-1, APEX-
2 (Vassilev et al. 2008), and CHAMP+ receivers (Kasemann
et al. 2006; Güsten et al. 2008), all of which are single-sideband
receivers. CHAMP+ allows simultaneous observations in the
690 GHz and the 850 GHz bands. Although it is a seven-pixel
array receiver, we did not compile maps because the sources are
very compact; we thus chose a higher signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
in the central pixel, and used the average of the outer pixels
as an eﬀective oﬀset position (2.15 beam sizes, 15′′−20′′, from
the center). The fast Fourier transform spectrometer (Klein et al.
2006) was used as the backend for all observations. Table 2 sum-
marizes the frequency settings. In addition, CO 4–3 and 7–6 ob-
servations of nine sources performed by Friedrich Wyrowski, as
well as observation of HCN lines from the line survey of G327.3-
0.6 by Suzanne Bisschop were used to supplement our data set.
The data reduction involved the following steps. Using
CLASS from the GILDAS software package2, the individual
scans were summed, rejecting obviously bad ones. To convert
from corrected antenna temperature T ∗A to main-beam brightness
temperature Tmb, the intensity was multiplied by the forward ef-
ficiency of 0.95 and divided by the main beam eﬃciency, which
is 0.73 below 400 GHz. For the FLASH receiver, it is 0.6 below
600 GHz and 0.43 above (Güsten et al. 2006). For CHAMP+ in
July 2008, we adopted 0.28 below 750 GHz and 0.3 above. For
the September 2008 data, we used 0.38 below 750 GHz and 0.35
above3
A polynomial of order between 0 and 5 was fitted to the
channels less aﬀected by lines and used as a baseline that was
subtracted from the spectra. The lines from HCN, HCO+, and
CO were extracted, and, if necessary, another baseline sub-
traction was done. In some spectra, baseline ripples of period
not much longer than the line width hampered this procedure.
Finally, if lines were observed in diﬀerent frequency settings,
they were averaged to improve the S/N.
The intensity error can be estimated from varying intensi-
ties in these diﬀerent settings. While it was usually within 30%,
sometimes a factor of 2 or even 3 could be seen. Pointing was
usually done on the source itself, but the drifting of the pointing
2 http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
3 http://www.mpifr.de/div/submmtech
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Table 2. Frequency settings.
Receiver Frequency Coverage [GHz] Lines Sources
APEX-2A 341.5-343.1 & 353.5-355.1 HCN 4–3 g327, ngc, b2n, b2m, g10, g31, w51d, w51e
APEX-2A 343.9-345.6 & 355.9-357.6 H13CN & HC15N 4–3 g327, ngc, i17, b2n, b2m, g10, g31, w51d, w51e
FLASH 460.2-461.9 & 466.2-467.9 CO 4–3 g327, ngc, g10, g31
FLASH 796.9-798.6 & 808.9-810.6 HCN 9–8 g327, ngc, b2n, b2m, g10, g31, w51d, w51e
APEX-1 224.2-225.2 & 226.6-227.6 C17O 2–1 i12, i16
APEX-1 257.7-259.5 H13CN & HC15N 3–2 i12, i16, ngc, b2n, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
APEX-1 259.8-261.6 H13CO+ & HC17O+ 3–2 i12, i16, b2n, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
APEX-1 265.4-266.4 & 267-268 HCN & HCO+ 3–2 i12, i16, ngc, b2n, g10, g31, g34, w51d, w51e
APEX-2 340.4-341.4 & 343.4-344.4 HC18O+ & HC15N 4–3 i12, g327, i16, ngc, b2n, b2m, g10, g31, w51d, w51e
APEX-2 345-346 & 346.6-347.6 H13CN & H13CO+ 4–3 & CO 3–2 i12, g327, i16, ngc, b2n, b2m, g10, g31, g34, w51d, w51e
APEX-2 354-355 & 356-357 HCN & HCO+ 4–3 i12, g327, i16, ngc, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
CHAMP+ 657.9-660.5 C18O 6–5 i12, g327, i16, ngc, i17, b2n, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
CHAMP+ 689.6-692.3 H13CN 8–7 & CO 6–5 i12, g327, i16, ngc, i17, b2n, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
CHAMP+ 693.5-696 H13CO+ 8–7 g327, ngc, i17, b2n, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
CHAMP+ 708.1-710.7 HCN 8–7 i12, g327, i16, ngc, i17, b2n, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
CHAMP+ 800-802.7 HCN,v2=1 9–8 g327, ngc, g10, w51e
CHAMP+ 876-878.6 C18O 8–7 i12, g327, i16, ngc, i17, b2n, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
CHAMP+ 879.4-882 13CO 8–7 i12, g327, i16, ngc, i17, b2n, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
CHAMP+ 889.4-892 HCO+ 10–9 i12, g327, i16, ngc, i17, b2n, b2m, g10, g34, w51d, w51e
Notes. APEX-2A and FLASH are double-sideband receivers (observations in 2006). APEX-1, APEX-2, and CHAMP+ are single-sideband re-
ceivers (observations in 2008). In addition to the lines listed here, every HCN line has a vibrational satellite at around 40 km s−1 lower in frequency.
The other vibrational satellite line is a few GHz higher in frequency.
and focus is a major problem for the high-frequency observa-
tions. The intensities of the HCN isotopologue lines are typi-
cally 30–50% larger in the APEX-2A data than in the APEX-
2 data, sometimes twice as large. We chose to trust the newer
APEX-2 observations, since for G327.3-0.6 they are consistent
with Suzanne Bisschop’s data, taken with the same receiver. In
addition, the APEX-2A receiver is known to have problems with
varying sideband gain ratios aﬀecting the calibration.
Radial 850 μm intensity profiles for all sources were ex-
tracted from ATLASGAL (APEX Telescope Large Area Survey
of the Galaxy, Schuller et al. 2009), which uses LABOCA (Large
APEX Bolometer Camera) on APEX (Siringo et al. 2009). The
peak of the dust emission was taken as the center of the radial
profiles. Regridding to 1′′ pixel size and radial averaging was
done with MIRIAD4 (Sault et al. 1995).
3. Observational results
We present the results that we were able to directly derive from
the observations. The spectra of those lines that were modeled
(HCN, HCO+, and CO) are shown at the end of the paper.
Additional information can best be obtained from the original
data, which the interested reader can download5.
The most striking result is that we detect vibrationally ex-
cited HCN, whose level energies lie over 1000 K above the
ground, in all sources, and even vibrationally excited H13CN in
half of the sources (g327, i16, i17, b2n, b2m, g10). It is less clear
whether we detect vibrationally excited HC15N, which is prob-
ably present in some sources. In contrast, there is not a single
detection (with upper limits of around 0.1 K) of vibrationally
excited HCO+, which has very similar level structure and line
strengths.
Most lines have complicated shapes, with self-absorption of-
ten being present in the main isotopologues of HCN, HCO+, and
4 http://bima.astro.umd.edu/miriad
5 https://www.astro.uni-koeln.de/wd-schilke/Data/
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CO. The notable two exceptions are i12 and w51d, whose HCN
and HCO+ lines are singly peaked. The optical depth of all these
lines must be very high, as seen from the other isotopologues. In
the self-absorbed lines, the blue peak is always stronger in ngc,
g10, g31, g34, w51e, and w51d, the red peak is always stronger
in i17 and i12, and both asymmetries occur in g327, i16, b2n, and
b2m. Line wings are also a prominent feature of these most opti-
cally thick lines. The lower level energies lie at 25 and 150 K for
HCN and HCO+ 4–3 and 9–8, respectively, and at 33 and 117 K
for CO 4–3 and 7–6, respectively.
To derive more quantitative information, we list the line pa-
rameters of selected lines: Table 3 compares the intensity ratios,
Table 4 gives integrated line intensities, Table 5 presents the peak
velocities, and Table 6 contains the line widths. However, we
highlight that the optical depths are generally very high, so the
lines are severely aﬀected by gradients in excitation tempera-
ture, geometry, and velocity field, and can only be understood
by means of radiative transfer modeling of the line shapes. For
example, even the HC15N 4–3 line is optically thick towards the
center of all models presented in Sect. 6.
4. Modeling procedure: continuum
We first attempt to reproduce the radial intensity profile from
LABOCA. The temperature in our spherical model with density
power law gradient is determined in an approximate way from
central heating (Sect. 4.1). We set up a grid to cover the relevant
ranges of parameters (Sect. 4.2), and select the models that are
consistent with the continuum data (Sect. 4.3).
4.1. Temperature computation
We use an approximate method to determine the temperature in a
spherical, centrally heated cloud with high column density. This
method goes back to Larson (1969) and was also used in a simi-
lar way by Osorio et al. (1999).
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Table 3. Line ratios.
Line ratio i12 g327 i16 ngc i17 b2n b2m g10 g31 g34 w51d w51e
HCN, v2 = 1 / HC15N, v = 0 (4–3) 0.25 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.8 1 1.5 1 0.3 0.25a 0.9 0.3
H13CN, v2 = 1 / HC15N, v = 0 (4–3) <0.1 0.3 0.1 <0.15 0.08 0.5 0.7 0.7 <0.15 <0.1a <0.2 <0.15
H13CN, v = 0 / HC15N, v = 0 (4–3) 4 1.5 2.5 2.5 2 0.8 4.5 3.5 3 2.5a 3.5 2.8
H13CO+ / HC18O+ (4–3) 10 4 8 5 ... 2 4 >2 3.5 ... >5 3
13CO / C18O (8–7) 2.5 2 2.3 3.3 1.8 2 1.3 1.3 ... 2.5 4.4 2
Notes. (a) 3–2 transition.
Table 4. Integrated line intensities (in K km s−1).
Line i12 g327 i16 ngc i17 b2n b2m g10 g31 g34 w51d w51e
HC15N 4–3 6.2 14.4 8.9 9.2 45.2 57.8 31.6 3.1 6.3 15a 6.1 15.6
HC18O+ 4–3 1.7 6.9 2.2 1.1 ... 92.9 39.2 3.5 2.2 ... low 9.1
C18O 6–5 171.2 122.8 155.4 114.7 255.9 414.6 844.6 87.1 ... 174.2 99.1 237.5
C18O 8–7 60.1 50.4 50.5 47.8 85.6 192.1 502.1 57.7 ... 81.7 65.8 129.9
HCN, v2 = 1 3–2 1.9 9.2 5.7 3.1 41.6b 63.2 43.8 4.8 1.3 2.9 2.6 8.0
H13CN, v2 = 1 8–7 low 15.6 3.4 low 11.0 42.8 42.4 15.0 ... low low low
SiO 8–7 25.8 9.1 3.8 3.7 ... 60.0 63.6 8.2 12.7 28.6 21.3 14.4
HC3N 38–37 4 12.1 11.8 5.3 49.8 57.1 55.5 6.1 8.0 10.4 8.3 12.9
Notes. The line flux is integrated over the central 20 km s−1 (40 km s−1 for SiO, 60 km s−1 for b2n and b2m). low means that the S/N is too low
(non-detection). The baseline subtraction introduces substantial uncertainties. The lower energy level of SiO 8–7 at 347.3 GHz is at 58 K, of HC3N
38–37 at 345.6 GHz is at 307 K. (a) 3–2 transition (b) 4–3 transition
Table 5. Velocities of line peaks (in km s−1).
Line i12 g327 i16 ngc i17 b2n b2m g10 g31 g34 w51d w51e
C18O 6–5 −39.1 −44.3 −62.3 −7.7 −2.9 66.3 62.0 66.7 ... 58.1 61.3 56.9
C18O 8–7 −39.8 −43.7 −62.3 −7.6 −2.7 66.0 60.8 67.2 98.3a 58.2 62.0 57.6
HCN 4–3 −40.8 −48.0 −57.4 −10.0 ... 43.6 49.4 63.0 94.6 55.4 60.7 52.5
HCN 8–7 −40.6 −40.2 −58.7 −9.9 0.5 88.8 72.3 63.1 96.3b 57.8 61.5 52.3
HCO+ 4–3 −40.2 −47.5 −64.0 −7.1 0.1 46.7 49.9 63.7 95.3 56.7 61.2 52.8
CO 6–5 −33.6 −39.7 −57.7 −9.9 1.4 92.0 84.6 63.2 95.8c 55.5 59.3 51.0
Notes. The C18O lines represent the source velocity, the other lines the kinematics (contaminated by the foreground, though). (a) 13CO 8–7. (b) HCN
9–8. (c) CO 7–6.
Table 6. Line widths (full width at half-maximum in km s−1) derived from Gaussian fits to the lines.
Line i12 g327 i16 ngc i17 b2n b2m g10 g31 g34 w51d w51e
HC15N 3–2 6.0 9.3 8.7 8.0 ... 14.3 not 10.7 ... 7.2 9.4 11.6
HC15N 4–3 6.2 7.6 8.6 6.1 10.8 not 17.9 10.2 9.0 ... 6.9 10.0
H13CN 3–2 6.4 not not 7.4 ... not not not ... 6.0 7.7 11.4
H13CN 4–3 7.4 not not 7.2 not not not not 7.8 6.1 8.5 not
H13CN 8–7 7.3 10.3 10.3 4.5 12.0 not not 14.5 ... 9.0 12.7 not
HC17O+ 3–2 low ... low ... ... 7.1 23.6 low ... 8.5 low 8.4
HC18O+ 4–3 low low low 3.8 ... not 25.0 low 9.8 ... low low
H13CO+ 3–2 4.6 ... 4.7 ... ... not not 8.8 ... 5.7 6.7 8.0
H13CO+ 4–3 5.1 5.4 4.7 4.9 ... 9.0 19.2 5.8 5.4 5.5 6.2 7.3
H13CO+ 8–7 ... low ... low low not 15.5 low ... low 6.4 low
C17O 2–1 4.8 ... 4.5 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
C18O 6–5 6.9 6.3 7.8 5.3 8.5 15.9 19.2 8.5 ... 6.5 5.6 8.1
C18O 8–7 5.3 5.0 6.6 5.1 5.5 12.9 19.9 7.3 ... 6.5 5.4 7.5
13CO 8–7 not 7.4 10.3 6.9 11.5 not not 9.9 6.1 5.9 7.9 11.8
HCN, v2 = 1 3–2 6.9 6.8 11.5 5.3 ... not 19.2 7.5 low 4.5 8.2 not
H13CN, v2 = 1 8–7 low 6.1 6.2 low low 16.6 20.9 11.7 ... low low low
Notes. If the line shape diﬀers too significantly from a Gaussian, this is indicated by not. low means that the S/N is too low to allow an accurate
derivation of the line width.
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In its inner parts, the dust is optically thick to its own radi-
ation, which leads to diﬀusion of radiation. Both the dust tem-
perature and density decrease outwards, both lowering the opac-
ity because the decreasing temperature shifts the radiation field
to longer wavelengths where the dust is less opaque. When the
radiation is able to escape, a dust photosphere develops. This
concept is similar to the eﬀective radius of a star, where the
whole luminosity would be emitted at one eﬀective temperature.
The photospheric radius separates the inner region, where diﬀu-
sion determines the temperature gradient, from the outer region,
where balance between heating and cooling determines the dust
temperature.
The computation is done as follows. First, the Planck and
Rosseland mean opacities are computed from tabulated dust
opacities by weighting with the Planck function, thus convert-
ing frequency-dependent into temperature-dependent opacities.
The photospheric radius is given by Rph =
√
L
4πσT 4ph
. At larger
radii, the balance between heating and cooling is
T 4phκP(Tph)Ω = T 4κP(T ), (1)
where Ω = 0.5
(
1 −
√
1 − (r/Rph)−2
)
is the solid angle of the
photosphere at radius r. This allows us to find the radius for any
temperature. At smaller radii, it is found by integrating the dif-
fusion equation that
dr
dT =
−16T 3r2
3T 4phκR(T )n(r)
· (2)
The density n is determined by the density power-law index p
and the assumption that the Rosseland optical depth at Tph from
the photospheric to the outer radius is 2/3.
This method leads to a discontinuity at Rph, where the tem-
perature rises very slowly inwards and drops by a factor of
4√0.5 = 0.84 outwards. To overcome this artifact, we interpolate
the temperature between 4
√
0.5Tph and
4√2Tph as a power law.
In general, the temperature gradient is steeper in the in-
ner parts of the cloud (where the radii are smaller than Rph).
One can see this by assuming the behavior of the opacity to
be proportional to νβ, which renders the mean opacity propor-
tional to T β, and evaluating the equations of heating/cooling
balance and diﬀusion. The temperature in the outer parts ap-
proaches Tph
(
r
Rph
)−qout
with the temperature power law-exponent
qout = 24+β . In the inner part, the temperature also follows a
power law, but with exponent qin = 1+p4−β . With β = 1 and p = 1.5,
one has qout = 0.4 and qin = 0.83. Using tabulated opacities, the
temperature gradients are similar to the these ones.
The following parameters can be set:
– dust opacity (opac): a table with opacities at diﬀerent
wavelengths;
– density power-law index (p): the density varies with radius r
as r−p;
– photospheric temperature (Tph): the eﬀective temperature of
the dust photosphere. It is a measure of the column density
(the lower Tph, the higher the column density);
– inner temperature (Tin): the temperature at the inner
boundary;
– outer temperature (Tout): the temperature at the outer
boundary;
– luminosity (L): the total energy output is not necessary for
the computation, but the model size (radius) scales with √L;
– distance (dist): to compute the dust continuum flux received
on Earth, the distance to the source is needed.
4.2. A grid of models
We hold the following parameters fixed: the distance at the value
given in Table 1, the inner temperature at 1500 K (approximately
the dust sublimation temperature), and the outer temperature at
20 K (temperature of the ambient cloud). An additional four pa-
rameters are instead varied:
– Luminosity (L): we consider values a factor of 0.3–1 those in
Table 1 (in steps of 0.1). The luminosity in the table is mostly
derived from IRAS fluxes, but this more likely reflects the
sum of all heating sources within the IRAS beam (there are
often other Hii regions close to the hot core). Therefore,
the true luminosity can be substantially lower than given in
Table 1.
– Photospheric temperature (Tph): to cover a wide range, we
try values between 25 and 175 K, in steps of 2.5 K below
75 K and in steps of 5 K above.
– Density gradient (p): the power-law exponent is varied be-
tween 1 and 2.25 in steps of 0.25.
– Dust opacity (opac): we test four diﬀerent opacities from
Ossenkopf & Henning (1994), one with thin ice mantles and
coagulation at a density of 106 cm−3 (thin,e6), the other three
without grain mantles and either no coagulation (bare,no)
or coagulation at a density of either 105 cm−3 (bare,e5) or
106 cm−3 (bare,e6)
4.3. Selection
The SED is contaminated by free-free radiation in the radio and
other sources in the far-IR, where the angular resolution is very
low and the peak of the emission lies. Therefore, we do not at-
tempt to reproduce the SED, but take its integral as an upper
limit to the source luminosity and reproduce only the submm
flux, where dust emission from the hot core certainly dominates.
For each of the 7680 models, a 345 GHz continuum map is then
computed by applying RATRAN. The map is convolved with the
APEX beam and radial profiles are extracted using MIRIAD. A
model is assumed to successfully reproduce the LABOCA ra-
dial profile if the following selection criteria are fulfilled: the
peak intensity of the model is between 0.75 and 1.25 times
the observational value, its half-power width is smaller than
the observational value (since both other sources and observa-
tional problems such as an incorrect focus or anomalous re-
fraction tend to broaden the profile), and χ2cont is below 1, with
χ2cont = Σ
30
i=1
(oi−mi)2
30(Δo2i +(0.25oi)2)
, where oi and mi are the observed and
modeled intensities at i′′ from the center, respectively, and Δoi is
the rms deviation of the pixels that were averaged to give oi.
The selected models (nmod out of 7680) span a cloud in
parameter space. For fixed opacity, the parameters are the
density gradient p, the luminosity L, and the photospheric tem-
perature Tph. We take the average (i.e., the center of the pa-
rameter cloud) as a good representative of the selected models.
Table 7 gives the averaged parameters, their standard deviations
Δp =
√
Σ
nmod
i=1
(pi−p)2
nmod
etc., and the most important properties of
the models.
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Table 7. Average of the nmod selected models, with standard deviations of the parameters and derived properties (central column density of H2 in
a pencil beam, total mass, mass above 100 K, inner, photospheric, and outer radii, density at the photospheric radius).
Source Opac nmod p Δp L ΔL Tph ΔTph NH2 M M>100 K Rin Rph Rout nph
[L] [L] [K] [K] cm−2 [M] [M] [AU] [AU] [AU] [cm−3]
i12 bare,e6 42 1.85 0.12 1.8(5) 6.2(4) 90 10 5.8(24) 2.0(3) 21 2.0(2) 7.9(3) 2.4(5) 9.3(5)
i12 bare,no 48 1.80 0.15 1.7(5) 6.0(4) 67 6 1.9(25) 1.1(4) 114 3.1(2) 1.4(4) 2.2(5) 1.7(6)
i12 thin,e6 46 1.80 0.14 1.7(5) 6.0(4) 68 6 7.9(24) 3.7(3) 40 2.6(2) 1.4(4) 2.2(5) 6.5(5)
i12 bare,e5 43 1.81 0.14 1.7(5) 6.3(4) 78 9 1.0(25) 4.2(3) 42 2.3(2) 1.0(4) 2.2(5) 1.2(6)
g327 bare,e6 79 1.68 0.24 6.1(4) 2.2(4) 63 8 8.7(24) 1.8(3) 15 1.3(2) 9.5(3) 1.1(5) 1.2(6)
g327 bare,no 56 1.61 0.26 6.6(4) 2.3(4) 50 6 2.7(25) 9.5(3) 94 2.1(2) 1.6(4) 1.0(5) 2.5(6)
g327 thin,e6 57 1.62 0.24 6.7(4) 2.3(4) 51 6 1.1(25) 3.4(3) 33 1.7(2) 1.5(4) 1.1(5) 9.0(5)
g327 bare,e5 73 1.66 0.24 6.5(4) 2.2(4) 57 7 1.5(25) 3.8(3) 35 1.6(2) 1.2(4) 1.1(5) 1.6(6)
i16 bare,e6 43 1.83 0.12 1.9(5) 6.5(4) 106 10 4.0(24) 1.6(3) 13 1.7(2) 6.1(3) 2.9(5) 9.3(5)
i16 bare,no 38 1.74 0.16 1.7(5) 7.0(4) 75 8 1.3(25) 8.7(3) 61 2.5(2) 1.1(4) 2.4(5) 1.7(6)
i16 thin,e6 36 1.74 0.15 1.7(5) 6.8(4) 75 8 5.5(24) 3.0(3) 22 2.1(2) 1.1(4) 2.3(5) 6.3(5)
i16 bare,e5 37 1.79 0.14 1.9(5) 6.9(4) 91 10 6.7(24) 3.6(3) 27 2.0(2) 8.1(3) 2.8(5) 1.2(6)
ngc bare,e6 39 1.83 0.12 1.7(5) 5.7(4) 100 9 4.4(24) 1.6(3) 14 1.7(2) 6.4(3) 2.6(5) 9.7(5)
ngc bare,no 38 1.66 0.14 1.5(5) 5.4(4) 69 7 1.3(25) 9.8(3) 56 2.2(2) 1.2(4) 2.1(5) 1.6(6)
ngc thin,e6 37 1.71 0.15 1.5(5) 5.7(4) 71 8 5.7(24) 3.2(3) 22 2.0(2) 1.2(4) 2.1(5) 6.4(5)
ngc bare,e5 28 1.79 0.11 1.8(5) 6.0(4) 87 9 7.4(24) 3.7(3) 28 2.0(2) 8.6(3) 2.6(5) 1.2(6)
i17 bare,e6 42 1.83 0.12 1.7(4) 6.2(3) 79 8 7.7(24) 2.7(2) 3 7.1(1) 3.2(3) 6.8(4) 2.8(6)
i17 bare,no 42 1.79 0.15 1.8(4) 6.4(3) 61 6 2.4(25) 1.4(3) 17 1.1(2) 5.5(3) 6.5(4) 5.3(6)
i17 thin,e6 43 1.79 0.14 1.8(4) 6.5(3) 62 6 9.8(24) 4.9(2) 6 9.3(1) 5.3(3) 6.5(4) 2.0(6)
i17 bare,e5 46 1.81 0.13 1.7(4) 6.0(3) 70 7 1.3(25) 5.6(2) 6 8.4(1) 4.1(3) 6.5(4) 3.7(6)
b2n bare,e6 39 1.58 0.25 6.2(5) 1.7(5) 45 5 1.6(25) 4.1(4) 542 5.5(2) 5.9(4) 2.7(5) 3.5(5)
b2n bare,no 18 1.49 0.18 6.2(5) 1.4(5) 37 3 4.9(25) 2.1(5) 3303 7.9(2) 8.7(4) 2.5(5) 9.9(5)
b2n thin,e6 17 1.51 0.18 6.2(5) 1.4(5) 38 3 2.0(25) 7.4(4) 1196 6.8(2) 8.5(4) 2.6(5) 3.5(5)
b2n bare,e5 28 1.56 0.23 6.2(5) 1.6(5) 41 4 2.7(25) 8.4(4) 1262 6.6(2) 7.0(4) 2.6(5) 5.4(5)
b2m bare,e6 57 1.58 0.13 4.0(6) 1.4(6) 69 7 5.5(24) 1.1(5) 508 8.2(2) 6.5(4) 9.4(5) 1.3(5)
b2m bare,no 47 1.47 0.18 4.2(6) 1.4(6) 51 6 1.8(25) 6.1(5) 3080 1.2(3) 1.2(5) 8.5(5) 2.8(5)
b2m thin,e6 42 1.51 0.18 4.0(6) 1.5(6) 52 6 7.5(24) 2.0(5) 1150 1.0(3) 1.1(5) 8.5(5) 1.1(5)
b2m bare,e5 49 1.57 0.15 4.0(6) 1.5(6) 61 7 9.7(24) 2.2(5) 1147 1.0(3) 8.3(4) 9.2(5) 1.9(5)
g10 bare,e6 35 1.77 0.15 5.0(5) 1.3(5) 71 6 8.5(24) 1.1(4) 112 4.0(2) 2.2(4) 3.4(5) 4.6(5)
g10 bare,no 25 1.71 0.21 5.5(5) 1.2(5) 56 5 2.5(25) 5.6(4) 635 6.1(2) 3.6(4) 3.3(5) 9.0(5)
g10 thin,e6 25 1.76 0.18 5.5(5) 1.3(5) 57 5 1.1(25) 2.0(4) 258 5.5(2) 3.5(4) 3.4(5) 3.5(5)
g10 bare,e5 36 1.76 0.17 5.3(5) 1.3(5) 64 6 1.4(25) 2.3(4) 247 4.8(2) 2.7(4) 3.4(5) 6.1(5)
g31 bare,e6 58 1.53 0.27 1.9(5) 4.5(4) 68 5 4.9(24) 5.6(3) 20 1.6(2) 1.4(4) 2.0(5) 5.8(5)
g31 bare,no 33 1.47 0.24 2.1(5) 3.6(4) 52 4 1.7(25) 3.0(4) 142 2.7(2) 2.6(4) 1.9(5) 1.2(6)
g31 thin,e6 36 1.48 0.26 2.1(5) 4.1(4) 52 4 6.8(24) 1.1(4) 51 2.2(2) 2.6(4) 1.9(5) 4.6(5)
g31 bare,e5 51 1.49 0.25 2.0(5) 4.4(4) 60 5 8.1(24) 1.2(4) 43 1.9(2) 1.9(4) 2.0(5) 7.8(5)
g34 bare,e6 44 1.65 0.14 2.6(5) 1.0(5) 75 8 5.4(24) 5.6(3) 30 2.1(2) 1.4(4) 2.6(5) 5.8(5)
g34 bare,no 44 1.60 0.12 3.2(5) 1.0(5) 59 5 1.7(25) 3.1(4) 189 3.5(2) 2.5(4) 2.6(5) 1.1(6)
g34 thin,e6 49 1.60 0.12 3.2(5) 1.1(5) 59 5 6.6(24) 1.1(4) 66 3.0(2) 2.4(4) 2.7(5) 3.9(5)
g34 bare,e5 57 1.60 0.12 3.0(5) 1.0(5) 68 6 8.3(24) 1.3(4) 61 2.6(2) 1.8(4) 2.7(5) 7.2(5)
w51d bare,e6 37 1.73 0.16 1.5(6) 5.4(5) 105 10 3.2(24) 1.5(4) 256 4.1(2) 1.7(4) 8.0(5) 3.0(5)
w51d bare,no 48 1.58 0.12 1.5(6) 5.5(5) 74 7 9.2(24) 9.5(4) 1179 5.7(2) 3.4(4) 7.0(5) 4.8(5)
w51d thin,e6 47 1.58 0.12 1.5(6) 5.5(5) 75 7 3.6(24) 3.3(4) 415 4.7(2) 3.4(4) 6.8(5) 1.8(5)
w51d bare,e5 38 1.63 0.14 1.5(6) 5.5(5) 89 10 4.8(24) 3.8(4) 481 4.5(2) 2.4(4) 7.6(5) 3.5(5)
w51e bare,e6 64 1.66 0.17 7.1(5) 2.5(5) 69 7 6.6(24) 1.8(4) 352 3.9(2) 2.7( 4) 4.0(5) 3.4(5)
w51e bare,no 39 1.58 0.13 8.3(5) 2.6(5) 54 5 2.0(25) 9.7(4) 1675 6.2(2) 4.7 (4) 4.0(5) 6.7(5)
w51e thin,e6 43 1.61 0.14 8.1(5) 2.7(5) 55 4 8.2(24) 3.4(4) 613 5.3(2) 4.5( 4) 4.0(5) 2.5(5)
w51e bare,e5 65 1.65 0.17 8.2(5) 2.7(5) 64 6 1.1(25) 3.8(4) 732 4.9(2) 3.4( 4) 4.3(5) 4.5(5)
5. Modeling procedure: lines
We attempt to reproduce the lines from HCN, HCO+, and CO
by developing detailed radiative-transfer models (Sect. 5.1). We
explain which continuum-selected models we take as a physical
structure to test several chemical structures (Sect. 5.2). We then
attempt to improve the model fit to the emission lines by varying
the abundances of the best-fit model (Sect. 5.3).
5.1. Line radiative transfer
To compute molecular lines, we use the Monte
Carlo radiative-transfer code RATRAN developed by
Hogerheijde & van der Tak (2000). We provide as input
the physical structure from the continuum determination, with
the gas temperature being equal to the dust temperature. This
holds very well for the inner part with its high densities, and
lies within the uncertainties for the outer part. The dust mass
density is converted to H2 density by assuming a gas-to-dust
mass ratio of 100 and that 74% of the gas mass is in the form of
H2, 25% is helium, and 1% remaining elements. Additionally,
the following information is needed:
– Molecular data: energy levels, transition strengths, and colli-
sional rate coeﬃcients must be provided. For CO and HCO+
isotopologues, we use the entries from the LAMDA database
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Table 8. Parameters of the models that are shown in Figs. 2 to 13.
Source p L Tph db bf A<T 1HCN T 1 AT 1−T 2HCN T 2 A>T 2HCN A<T 1HCO+ T 1 A
T 1−T 2
HCO+ T 2 A
>T 2
HCO+ ACO
i12 1.75 1.6(5) 80.0 3 0 2(−10) 50 2(−7) ... ... 4(−12) 40 4(−9) ... ... 1(−4)
g327 1.50 7.0(4) 55.0 2.5 0 5(−10) 40 5(−8) 100 5(−5) 2(−10) 40 2(−9) ... ... 1(−4)
i16 1.75 2.0(5) 90.0 3 0 8(−10) 40 8(−8) 100 1(−6) 7(−11) 40 7(−9) ... ... 1(−4)
ngc 1.50 7.8(4) 65.0 3 0.1 4(−10) 50 4(−8) ... ... 2(−11) 50 2(−9) 100 2(−12) 1(−4)
i17 1.75 1.6(4) 70.0 3 0 1.5(−9) 50 1.5(−7) 100 1(−6) 3(−10) 40 3(−9) ... ... 1(−4)
b2n 1.50 5.9(5) 42.5 7 0 5(−9) 40 5(−8) 100 8(−6) 2(−9) 40 2(−8) ... ... 1(−4)
b2m 1.25 1.9(6) 47.5 7 0.1 1.5(−8) ... ... 150 5(−6) 5(−10) 40 5(−9) ... ... 1(−4)
g10 1.75 5.6(5) 65.0 3 0.1 5(−9) 40 5(−8) 100 3(−5) 8(−10) 40 8(−9) ... ... 1(−4)
g31 1.50 2.1(5) 60.0 3 0.1 4(−9) 50 4(−7) ... ... 2(−9) ... ... ... ... 1(−4)
g34 1.50 1.4(5) 55.0 3 0.2 1(−9) 50 1(−7) ... ... 3(−9) ... ... 150 3(−12) 1(−4)
w51d 1.50 9.6(5) 80.0 3 0 1(−10) 50 1(−7) ... ... 6(−12) 40 6(−9) ... ... 1(−4)
w51e 1.50 7.2(5) 60.0 3 0.2 5(−11) 40 5(−8) ... ... 1(−11) 50 1(−8) ... ... 1(−4)
Notes. The opacity is always bare,e5. p is the density power-law index, L the luminosity, Tph the photospheric temperature, db is the turbulent 1/e
half-width, bf the fraction of free-fall, and A the molecular fractional abundance. The abundances may jump at temperatures T 1 and T 2.
(Schöier et al. 2005), cut above J = 20 (HCO+) and J =
17 (CO). For the vibrational bending mode (ν2) of HCN,
each J has two vibrational levels (l-type doubling) about
1000 K above the ground state (Thorwirth et al. 2003; Fuchs
et al. 2004). Collisional rates for them are unknown, and
the computation for so many levels takes a very long time.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the Monte Carlo calculations
is insuﬃcient for the tiny population diﬀerence of the two l-
type levels, which are very close in energy. Therefore, we use
only the first 15 ground-state levels for the Monte Carlo com-
putation and extrapolate the other level populations in LTE
relative to the corresponding ground-state J. This method
gives very nearly the same results as the complete molec-
ular data file (provided by van der Tak), since IR pumping of
the ground-state levels operates mainly in regions where the
levels are also collisionally excited. Collisional rates for J
up to 8 and temperatures up to 99 K were provided by
Faure and Wernli (2007, priv. comm.); the remainder, with
a smooth transition, is from the LAMDA database (extrap-
olations from Green & Thaddeus 1974). Frequencies and
Einstein A coeﬃcients are from the Cologne Database for
Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS, Müller et al. 2001, 2005).
– Velocity: the velocity field influences the line shapes. For
a centrally heated source, the line profiles are found to be
skewed towards the red by an outward motion and towards
the blue by an inward motion, since the red side is more ab-
sorbed in the latter case. The asymmetry is stronger when the
motion is faster (Evans 2003). We ignore the outflow wings,
which come from non-spherical motions, by concentrating
our attention on the line core. In spherical symmetry, out-
flows can not be accurately modeled. The velocity field that
we use for ngc, b2m, g10, and g31 is 10% of free fall, i.e.
v = −0.1 × √2GMin/r, where Min is the mass inside the ra-
dius r (starting with 50 M in the center, but Min is quickly
dominated by the surrounding molecular gas). For g34 and
w51e, it is 20% of free fall, while it is static (no velocity
field) for the remaining sources (i12, i16, g327, i17, b2n,
w51d). Since the modeled lines are not very sensitive to the
exact radial behavior of the velocity, we restricted ourselves
to fractions of the free-fall velocity; the adopted values are
those that reproduce the data best.
– Line width: internal motions broaden the lines. Interstellar
line widths are generally dominated by turbulence or other
macroscopic motions such as the relative motions of clumps
rather than thermal motions. To reproduce the observed
Table 9. χ2 of the models that are shown in Figs. 2 to 13.
Source Fig. χ2cont χ2HCN, v=0 χ2HCN, v2=1 χ
2
HCO+ χ
2
CO χ
2
lines
i12 7 0.20 2.3 2.0 2.2 2.6 2.24
g327 4 0.09 2.1 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.77
i16 3 0.06 1.7 1.7 1.1 2.4 1.75
ngc 9 0.95 2.2 2.9 1.5 2.8 2.48
i17 8 0.13 1.9 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.26
b2n 13 0.74 13.5 2.5 19.6 10.2 10.38
b2m 12 0.05 2.7 2.5 7.8 8.5 4.95
g10 2 0.11 2.0 1.6 1.4 1.9 1.71
g31 6 0.10 1.1 1.9 2.4 3.4 2.07
g34 5 0.05 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.98
w51d 11 0.04 2.4 3.4 1.8 3.4 2.82
w51e 10 0.03 3.3 2.2 2.5 2.2 2.50
Notes. For the lines, χ2 is evaluated over the inner 10 km s−1, assuming
an error of 30% of the peak intensity of the data.
line widths, a 1/e half-width (0.6 of FWHM) of 3 km s−1
(5 km s−1 FWHM) is adopted for all sources except g327
(2.5 km s−1; 4 km s−1 FWHM) and b2n and b2m (7 km s−1;
12 km s−1 FWHM). This reflects the diﬀerent degrees of in-
ternal motions.
– Abundance: the molecular abundances depend on the chem-
ical evolution. Since modeling this is beyond the scope of
the present analysis, we approximate variations with temper-
ature as abundance jumps at certain temperatures. The HCN
abundance rises with temperature (Rodgers & Charnley
2001; Garrod et al. 2008; Boonman et al. 2001), while the
HCO+ abundance can be reduced at both low and high tem-
peratures (Garrod et al. 2008). For CO, we assume a constant
abundance of 10−4, while we derive the HCN and HCO+
abundances as described in Sect. 5.2.
– Isotope ratios: the isotope ratios determine the relative abun-
dances of the isotopologues, if isotope-sensitive chemistry
can be neglected. Based on Wilson & Rood (1994), we use
the following isotope ratios: for the Galactic center sources
b2n and b2m 12C/13C = 20, 14N/15N = 600, 18O/16O = 250,
17O/16O = 800, for the nearby sources i17 and ngc 12C/13C =
70, 14N/15N = 450, 18O/16O = 550, 17O/16O = 1800, and
for the rest 12C/13C = 50, 14N/15N = 400, 18O/16O = 300,
17O/16O = 1000. The variation with Galactocentric distance
is thus approximate.
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Fig. 1. Radial intensity profiles at 850 μm (LABOCA). The models
from Table 8 are overlaid in red. The APEX beam is shown as a dashed
Gaussian. The errorbars represent only the deviation from a circular
shape, an additional error of 25% in the intensity would account for the
calibration uncertainty.
The output map is convolved with the beam and spectra are ex-
tracted using MIRIAD.
5.2. Fitting strategy
The line computation can only be performed for a limited num-
ber of models, as it is highly demanding of computing power.
On the basis of previous experience in the modeling, we devised
the following general procedure.
We consider the opacity bare,e5, since that is a compromise
between bare,no and bare,e6 and has a similar 850 μm opacity
as thin,e6. In addition, the dust opacity being the same for every
source facilitates a comparison. For this opacity, we consider
three models, one close to the average, one with lower density
gradient p, and one with higher p.
For each of the three models, we test freeze-out temperatures
of 40 or 50 K (Garrod et al. 2008), depletion factors of 10, 100,
or 1000, and chemical jump temperatures of 100, 150, or 230 K.
Above the latter, HCO+ is reduced by a factor of 1000, while
the HCN abundance is derived from its vibrational excitation.
With seven freeze-out possibilities (either no depletion or two
temperatures each with three depletion factors) and four high-
temperature jump possibilities (no jump or three jump temper-
atures), there are 28 abundance structures of HCN and HCO+.
The CO abundance is constant.
For an automatic adjustment of the abundance, an iterative
procedure is employed to fit a line of low optical depth: the abun-
dance is multiplied by the ratio of observed to modeled peak
intensities; the computation stops when this ratio is close to 1
(within 25%) or when five cycles are reached. The line with
the lowest optical depth, which is reliably detected, is used. For
HCO+, we use the HC17O+ 3–2 line for b2n, b2m, g34, and
w51e, HC18O+ 4–3 for i12, i16, ngc, and g31, and H13CO+ 4–3
for g327, i17, g10, and w51d. For HCN, we use the HC15N 4−3
line (3–2 in g34) to adjust the abundance below the chemical
jump temperature. The abundance at high temperature is traced
by HCN,v2 = 1, 3−2 for i12, ngc, g31, and w51d, 4–3 for g34
and w51e, and H13CN, v2 = 1, 8−7 for g327, i16, i17, b2n, b2m,
and g10. The starting values are 10−10 for HCO+ and 10−9 for
HCN between the jump temperatures.
5.3. The “final” model
As a figure of merit, we compute for each model and line
χ2line = Σ
nch
i=1
(oi−mi)2
nch(0.3omax)2 , where oi and mi are the observed and
modeled continuum-subtracted intensities, respectively, and nch
the number of channels between −5 and +5 km s−1 from the
source velocity. The observational error is dominated by cali-
bration uncertainties (assumed to be 30% of the maximum in-
tensity) rather than by thermal noise.
On the basis of a combination of the molecule-averaged χ2
and the normalized χ2 (the latter being the χ2 for the same peak
intensities of model and data), we select the best-fit model from
the diﬀerent physical and chemical structures. By modifying the
abundances of HCN and HCO+, we attempt to improve the fit. A
constant CO abundance of 10−4 is assumed, since modifying this
does not lead to significant improvements. This “final” model is
an example of the best-fit solution that can be reached by this
method, and is final in the sense that it probably cannot be im-
proved significantly under our assumptions.
6. Modeling results
We present the results of the fitting strategy. For each source,
the “final” model (parameters in Table 8) is compared to the line
data, starting with the tighter fits (χ2 in Table 9). Figures 2 to 13
show the observed lines, superimposed on this model. The ro-
tational lines of the HCN ground vibrational state are shown in
the upper left, those of the vibrationally excited state (v2 = 1)
in the lower left, HCO+ lines in the upper right, CO lines be-
low that, and the lines from the outer pixels of CHAMP+ in
the lower right. The vertical scale is the main beam brightness
temperature in Kelvin. We note that some lines are aﬀected by
blending by neighboring lines, and in some sources broad CO
and HCN lines blend vibrationally excited HCN and HC15N
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Fig. 2. Lines towards G10.47+0.03. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red. The lines are ordered on the same grid in all subsequent figures,
apparent gaps indicate lines which were not observed. A green “B” stands for blending by a diﬀerent line, an “O” means that the spectrum is likely
to be aﬀected by an outflow, which is not included in the model.
(at 265.8, 354.4, 345.8 and 691.5 GHz). This is indicated by
a “B” in the spectrum. Some lines are so strongly blended that
they cannot be used and are displayed for illustration purpose
only. The strong lines from the main isotoplogues often have
outflow wings, which are indicated by an “O” and not modeled.
We note that this model is far from being unique, other selected
physical structures with adapted abundances are also able to re-
produce the data.
This model is compared to the continuum data in Fig. 1.
The results of the continuum-only modeling are summarized
in Table 7. Photospheric radii (for radiation of ≈40−90 K) are
around 0.1 pc, and the average gas density within it is usually
several 106 cm−3 (a few times 105 M pc−3). The central optical
depth at 850 μm can be calculated from the column density
NH2 by multiplying it with 10−25 and either 1.57 (bare,e6), 0.29(bare,no), 0.83 (thin,e6), or 0.74 (bare,e5). It is usually between
0.1 and 1. In addition, we find that Tph must increase with L and
p to fit the observations. In general, mass and bolometric flux
are proportional to L, the radii to
√
L, and the densities at these
radii to 1/
√
L.
6.1. G10.47+0.03
This massive hot core has optically thick NH3(4, 4) satellites,
and expansion motions can be traced by blue-shifted absorption
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Fig. 3. Lines towards IRAS 16065-5158. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
against two hypercompact Hii regions (Cesaroni et al. 1994,
1998, 2010). The exceptionally high excitations and column
densities of the core were also revealed by the HC3N study of
Wyrowski et al. (1999). Olmi et al. (1996) detected diﬀerent ve-
locity gradients in CH3CN and 13CO, which are possibly indica-
tive of rotation and outflow, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). The line asymmetries are reproduced by a 10% free-
fall contribution. Vibrationally excited H13CN is clearly de-
tected, requiring a high abundance in the inner part (3 × 10−5
of H2). Owing to the large distance, the outer pixels are weak in
this source. While the model fits quite well to the APEX data, our
own SMA data reveal that this kind of model does not reproduce
the innermost structure, since it is too strongly peaked (Rolﬀs
et al., in prep.).
6.2. IRAS 16065-5158
Walsh et al. (1998) report the detection of an ultracompact Hii
region associated with this source. The hot core was detected
with the APEX telescope from a large sample of color-selected
IRAS sources (Dedes et al. 2011).
Figure 3 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). The source is probably less concentrated than the
model, since the 8–7 transitions of HCN and H13CN do not
show self-absorption and the emission in the outer pixels is
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Fig. 4. Lines towards G327.3-0.6. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
much stronger than modeled. We note that vibrationally excited
H13CN and even HC15N (8–7 at 691.5 GHz) is detected here.
6.3. G327.3-0.6
G327.3-0.6 has a spectacular richness of lines with relatively
narrow widths (Gibb et al. 2000; Schilke et al. 2006). The hot
core is embedded in a larger structure, where diﬀerent stages of
star formation take place (Wyrowski et al. 2006; Minier et al.
2009).
Figure 4 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). The presence of both red and blue asymmetries
indicates a complex velocity field. Vibrationally excited HCN,
including its isotopologues, is very prominent in this source.
6.4. G34.26+0.15
This hot core lies oﬀ the bow of a cometary-shaped UCHii re-
gion (Watt & Mundy 1999). Therefore, it has been proposed to
be externally heated by this Hii region (Mookerjea et al. 2007,
and references therein). In this scenario, the emission from warm
molecules arises in a relatively thin layer (PDR), while the inner
cloud regions are cold.
However, we see no evidence for this in our data. Self-
absorption and strong red asymmetries instead point to an in-
falling source with internal heating. We are perhaps able to probe
larger scales, so external heating could be internal for our beam
size. Figure 5 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8).
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Fig. 5. Lines towards G34.26+0.15. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
6.5. G31.41+0.31
This hot core has a bipolar outflow (Olmi et al. 1996) and two
continuum peaks (Cesaroni et al. 2010). A velocity gradient is
interpreted as a massive toroidal disk by Beltrán et al. (2005)
and an outflow by Araya et al. (2008).
Figure 6 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). No CHAMP+ observations were made for this source.
With our data, we cannot distinguish between the proposed
small-scale velocity fields.
6.6. IRAS 12326-6245
This hot core is associated with a massive molecular outflow and
various infrared and radio sources (Henning et al. 2000).
Figure 7 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). The lack of self-absorption towards this source can-
not be explained in the framework of our spherical models. To
weaken self-absorption, the best-fit models have high freeze-out;
but abundance variations at higher temperatures are not nec-
essary. In addition, the outer pixels of CHAMP+ have much
stronger line emission than modeled.
6.7. IRAS 17233-3606
IRAS 17233-3606 is a recently detected hot core (Leurini
et al. 2008) with a close distance. It drives at least three out-
flows (Leurini et al. 2009), contains multiple radio sources
(Zapata et al. 2008a), and displays a velocity gradient, which
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Fig. 6. Lines towards G31.41+0.31. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
is interpreted by Beuther et al. (2009) as rotation, but could also
be due to the superposition of outflows.
Figure 8 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). Broad line wings and blue asymmetries are probably
caused by the outflows. In addition, the model has too much self-
absorption and too little high-J line emission in the outer pixels.
We see strong vibrationally excited H13CN.
6.8. NGC 6334-I
NGC 6334-I was extensively studied in line surveys (Thorwirth
et al. 2007; Schilke et al. 2006). The SMA resolves the core
into several mm peaks (Hunter et al. 2006), which show very
diﬀerent emission-line characteristics (Brogan et al. 2009). The
large-scale environment was mapped by Walsh et al. (2010), and
an outflow is also present (Beuther et al. 2008). This source
was observed with Herschel/HIFI (Emprechtinger et al. 2010;
Ceccarelli et al. 2010).
Figure 9 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). Owing, possibly, to the clumpiness, the high-J HCN
lines are weaker and less self-absorbed than in the model.
6.9. W51e
W51e contains two hot cores, separated by 7′′ and associated
with the UCHii regions e2 and e8 (Zhang et al. 1998). Both re-
gions exhibit asymmetric line profiles, which were interpreted
by Rudolph et al. (1990) as signatures of overall gravitational
collapse. However, Ho & Young (1996) presented higher angular
resolution observations and concluded that the collapse is local-
ized to the two cores. Shi et al. (2010) shows that W51e2 has
fragmented into additional pieces.
Figure 10 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). Both cores associated with e2 and e8 fall within our
beam, which we had to ignore in the modeling. Our pointing was
centered on the southern hot core (e1/e8). Infall is clearly seen
by the strong blue asymmetries.
6.10. W51d
This hot core is located between the UCHii regions d1 and d2
(Zhang et al. 1998), and could host a rotating structure with
outflow (Zapata et al. 2009). Infall motion is traced by SMA
observations of CN absorption (Zapata et al. 2008b).
Figure 11 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). The lack of self-absorption cannot be explained
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Fig. 7. Lines towards IRAS 12326-6245. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
by spherical symmetry. Line emission in the outer pixels of
CHAMP+ is much stronger than modeled.
6.11. SgrB2(M)
SgrB2 Main contains a large number of UCHii regions (Gaume
& Claussen 1990), and molecular gas of very high temperature
is present (e.g. Wilson et al. 2006; Comito et al. 2003). The
envelope was modeled by Lis & Goldsmith (1990).
Figure 12 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). Warm and dense clumps can be seen by the HCN
and HCO+ emission in the outer pixels, which is not included in
our model. Vibrationally excited H13CN is detected. Although
the model incorporates infall, the asymmetry in the high-J lines
points to an expanding velocity field in the inner part. We note
that Herschel/HIFI data and a model that takes this into account
are published in a separate paper (Rolﬀs et al. 2010).
6.12. SgrB2(N)
SgrB2 North is another very massive hot core 50′′ north
of SgrB2(M), with a rich organic chemistry (e.g. Belloche
et al. 2008). The hot and dense molecular gas is concen-
trated around the hypercompact Hii region K2 (Liu & Snyder
1999). de Vicente et al. (2000) showed with observations of
vibrationally excited HC3N that hot cores are also present be-
tween M and N.
Figure 13 shows the observed lines and the best-fit model
(Table 8). The strong and broad lines are not clearly repro-
duced by the model. Very broad absorption in the low-J lines
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Fig. 8. Lines towards IRAS 17233-3606. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
are accompanied by redshifted absorption in the high-J lines,
pointing to non-spherical infall. Vibrationally excited H13CN
is present, and the outer pixels again show line emission (e.g.
H13CN 8–7) that require high densities and temperatures at these
locations, and hence clumpiness.
7. Discussion
The limitations of the data (too coarse angular resolution)
and the radiative transfer modeling do not allow a reliable
determination of the structure of the sources. Some observational
features cannot be reproduced by any of the models, and the fits
can be successfully performed by a variety of models. However,
by systematically comparing models to the data, we can place
some constraints on the source structure.
7.1. Heating engine
The high luminosities and submm fluxes imply that a massive
(proto)star(s) is the heating engine. The lines from vibrationally
excited HCN clearly show the high temperatures and the large
heated mass. The self-absorption features prove the existence of
a temperature gradient with lower temperatures closer to us. The
observations are consistent with there being internal heating of
the cores.
Although we model the sources with only one central star,
we cannot exclude multiple heating sources. Multiplicity could
indeed partly explain the deviations between model and data in
many sources, and it is often observed by interferometers. This
is unsurprising, because the sources are clusters in the making.
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Fig. 9. Lines towards NGC6334-I. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
7.2. Density
Hot cores are basically heated density concentrations. For a
power-law density distribution, an exponent of 1.5 seems con-
sistent with the data, with a general tendency toward slightly
larger values. The actual density depends on the dust opacity.
For the opacity bare,e5 (Ossenkopf & Henning 1994) and a typ-
ical model, densities at the dust sublimation radius (a few hun-
dred AU from the star) reach values as high as 109 cm−3 and
fall oﬀ to 103 or 104 cm−3 at a radius of a pc, where the dust
has cooled to the ambient temperature. Typical central column
densities are 1025 cm−2.
Interferometer observations often reveal the presence of
clumps, or in general a diﬀerent small-scale density distribution
than the strongly peaked one of our models. On larger scales,
the rather strong lines in the outer pixels of CHAMP+ and the
relatively little or no self-absorption in many sources are also in-
dicative of clumpiness. The line emission in the CHAMP+ outer
pixels clearly implies that there are higher densities at these lo-
cations. If that were the case for spherical (or cylindrical) sym-
metry, the continuum would be much higher than observed. A
solution is the presence of high-density clumps, which provide
the line emission but a moderate continuum due to beam dilu-
tion. The sources are likely to be embedded in a larger structure
(see e.g. Myers 2009).
7.3. Velocity field
Infall motions are imprinted in the line shapes, as seen by
blue asymmetries (lower velocities stronger). Freely contracting
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Fig. 10. Lines towards W51e. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
spheres (i.e., an inward velocity set by the mass inside) can be
excluded, as in this case the lines would be far more asymmetric
than observed. A tighter fit is obtained by reducing this free-fall
speed to 10% in four sources (ngc, b2m, g10, g31) or 20% in
two sources (w51e, g34). This corresponds to infall velocities of
around 1 km s−1. We note that such a velocity field cannot be in
a steady state, since the accretion rate decreases inwards. At the
outer radius, these infall velocities correspond to cluster mass
accretion rates of 10−3 to 10−1 solar masses per year. Dividing
these rates by the source mass, each solar mass (representing a
potential future star) would receive roughly 10−6 solar masses
per year, and the timescale is thus 106 years. Since in the re-
maining six sources there are also symmetric or red asymmetric
line profiles, a pure infall does not reproduce the lines well and
we model them for now with zero velocity. The red asymmetric
lines point to the presence of expansion motions, and we inves-
tigate this more complicated velocity field in a separate paper,
based on Herschel/HIFI data (Rolﬀs et al. 2010).
In addition, we see high-velocity wings in many lines of CO,
HCN, and HCO+, resulting from outflows (which would also
destroy any spherical symmetry). The line width represents in-
ternal motions, which are several km s−1. The lowest amount of
turbulence is found in g327, and the highest in the Galactic cen-
ter sources b2n and b2m.
7.4. Molecular abundances
For the densities corresponding to the dust opacity bare,e5,
we find typical abundances relative to H2 of 10−7 (HCN),
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Fig. 11. Lines towards W51d. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
10−8 (HCO+), and 10−4 (CO). While we allow the CO abun-
dance to be exactly 10−4 everywhere, the mentioned abundances
of HCN and HCO+ are only an order of magnitude between 50
and 100 K. On the basis of Garrod et al. (2008), we allow a re-
duced abundance of these molecules below 40 or 50 K (due to
molecular depletion), and this is actually needed to reproduce the
observed self-absorptions. An evaporation temperature of 100 K,
together with water, would not match most of the observed lines.
In sources where vibrationally excited H13CN is detected,
HCN must be very abundant at high temperatures (10−6 to sev-
eral 10−5), which is consistent with predictions from chemi-
cal models (Rodgers & Charnley 2001) and also needed by
Boonman et al. (2001). However, the astrochemical reason for
this very high abundance remains unclear. Figure 14 shows the
abundance enhancement in the models, allowing us to identify
the two groups with and without vibrationally excited H13CN.
The former group has on average not only a larger fraction of
hot gas, but also a higher HCN abundance in this gas.
In contrast, no vibrationally excited HCO+ is detected. Since
it has a very similar level structure and line strengths as HCN,
this non-detection means that it must be much less abundant than
HCN at high temperatures. Relative to the HCN (and H13CN)
abundances and intensities of the vibrational lines, the HCO+
abundance cannot be higher than about 10−8 above 100 K.
We allow a reduced abundance of HCO+ at high temperatures
(van der Tak & van Dishoeck 2000), but our data are of insuﬃ-
cient quality to constrain this.
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Fig. 12. Lines towards SgrB2-M. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
7.5. Limitations of our modeling approach
We first note that we are limited to spherical symmetry.
However, two- or three-dimensional modeling would not be re-
liably constrained by our data; the lines need to be spatially well
resolved to achieve this. Consequently, we chose to consider
only centrally heated models. The density was assumed to follow
a power law. While this strong central condensation is consistent
with the framework of central heating, a more realistic picture
of a forming star cluster would include multiple heating sources
and likely a central flattening of the density. These possibilities
are not covered by our modeling, nor is a clumpy, geometrically
flattened or filamentary structure. In addition, outflows cannot
be considered in spherically symmetric models.
The grid that we use for the continuum-relevant parameters
is complete enough, but the selection of models relies on the
LABOCA data, which do not have suﬃcient angular resolution.
Owing to limited computational power, we could not test all se-
lected models, and only a few chemical structures, thus we were
unable to find the optimal global combination of the parameters.
In addition, the chemical structures are crude approximations of
the abundance variations, and are not computed from chemical
models. The dust opacity is assumed to be constant throughout
the source, although it is likely to vary (e.g. due to evaporation
of ice mantles).
8. Conclusions
We have observed a sample of 12 hot cores in lines of HCN,
HCO+, and CO with the APEX telescope. With the aim of repro-
ducing the line shapes, we tested spherical models with density
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Fig. 13. Lines towards SgrB2-N. The model from Table 8 is overlaid in red.
power-law gradients and central heating. Our results can be sum-
marized as follows:
1. Vibrational excitation: vibrationally excited HCN (1000 K
above ground) is very prominent in our sources, and even vi-
brationally excited H13CN is clearly detected in half of them
(g327, i16, i17, b2n, b2m, g10). This result is surprising be-
cause it means that vibrationally excited HCN is optically
thick and that there is much more hot gas than previously
thought. The lines are still visible at 800 GHz, meaning
that dust does not obscure the hot gas at these frequencies.
They can be well modeled; to reproduce vibrationally ex-
cited H13CN, an enhanced HCN abundance at high tempera-
tures is necessary. On the other hand, no vibrationally excited
HCO+ is detected. Given its very similar molecular structure,
this means it is much less abundant than HCN under hot,
dense conditions.
2. Self-absorption: in most sources, the main transitions are
heavily self-absorbed. This finding, together with the cor-
responding lines from more rare isotopologues, is qualita-
tively reproduced by our models. It is caused by very high
optical depths and the temperature gradient, and depends
also on the abundance structure (e.g. freeze-out). However,
well-peaked, but highly optically thick lines, similar to those
found in w51d and i12, cannot be modeled in our framework,
and must be produced by geometry eﬀects.
3. Outer pixels: the high-frequency CHAMP+ receiver on
APEX has seven pixels. We were mainly interested in the
central pixel, but also modeled the average of the other pix-
els, which are about two beam sizes (15′′−20′′) from the
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Fig. 14. Mass fraction of hot gas vs. mass fraction of hot HCN in
the best-fit models. Two groups of sources can be distinguished, one
with detections of vibrationally excited H13CN, having an HCN abun-
dance enhancement at high temperatures of around 100 and on aver-
age a higher fraction of hot gas, and one with an HCN abundance
enhancement of around 25, coming from freeze-out of HCN at low
temperatures.
center. The modeling always leads to much lower intensi-
ties in the outer pixels than observed. We conclude that the
warm, dense gas is not as highly concentrated as predicted
by our models, which have steep radial gradients in temper-
ature and density. Clumpiness and multiple heating sources
are present instead, as expected for a cluster environment.
4. Velocity field: information about the velocity field is encoded
in the line shapes, in particular their asymmetries. The blue
side (lower velocities) is in most cases stronger than the
red side, which we model as an inward velocity. The free-
fall speed, which would be unhampered contraction, must
be reduced to 10 or 20% to reproduce the line shapes. This
means that there is infall, but also mechanisms to slow it
down. However, we have modeled half of our sources as
static, since the velocity field is often more complicated,
shown by outflow wings in CO, symmetric lines, and red
asymmetries. This means that expansion motions are also
present in some sources, e.g. b2m and g327, caused by
the onset of feedback from massive stars (see the paper on
Herschel/HIFI data of b2m, Rolﬀs et al. 2010).
5. Basic assumptions: for the radiative transfer modeling, we
are limited to a very simplified source structure. In particu-
lar, we assume spherical symmetry with a radial power-law
gradient in density and pure central heating, which provides
a rough approximation of the temperature. Molecular abun-
dances are not computed from chemical models, but vari-
ations are approximated as jumps at certain temperatures.
While these crude simplifications are able to explain many
observational features, the assumptions are too simple to
reproduce everything. Three-dimensional radiative transfer,
coupled to physical and chemical models and based on high-
resolution interferometric data, is needed to reliably deter-
mine the structure of hot cores.
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